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SUMMER TERM 2022

A big thank you to everyone who gave feedback and who spoke to our
Ofsted Inspector last term. We had a fantastic afternoon with Sonia Panchal

and we got to show off what we do at Innov8 Sportz at Hungerford Primary!!
We have received the Inspector's draft report. We have to wait for the final copy
before we can share it's contents. So watch this space!!
That afternoon our Inspector saw a typical session. There was a Lego activity
going on where children were working together to make a palace out of Lego in
celebration of the Queen's Jubilee. We practiced throwing, sprinting and hurdles
events in our sports session. A wellbeing, sensory play activity was going on after
sports. Some children were working on perfecting their 100 square skills. And the
children had free choice from our resources, as always.
The Innov8 staff were proud to show our Inspector how curious, engaged and
supportive of each other your children are!
Going into this last term of the academic year, we are likely to be spending more
and more time outdoors. Please do give us a call on the setting mobile if you do
not get an answer when you ring our doorbell.
With our best wishes for a sunny Summer Term!!
The Team at Innov8

SUMMER MULTISPORTS CAMP 2022
BOOKING NOW OPEN!!

For more information and to make a booking, click on the link below:

Summer Multisports Camp – Hungerford 2022 – Innov8 Sportz Community Interest
Company (innov8sportzcic.co.uk)

We are all looking forward to seeing you in the Out of School Hours
Clubs. Please get in touch any time if you have any questions.

CONTACT US:
Innov8 Sportz at Hugerford Primary 07827 220308
info.innov8sportzcic@gmail.com
Tina Galbraith:
Telephone: 07827 220 308 Email: tina.innov8sportzcic@gmail.com
Jan Loughlin:
Telephone: 07810 508 597 Email: jan.innov8sportzcic@gmail.com
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